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ABSTRACT

This study aims at investigating the implementation of the English summative test for the twelfth-grade students at SMAN 4 Tebo from the students’ and English teacher’s perception. This paper attempts to display several impacts of English summative test to the students. This was a descriptive qualitative study where the researchers conducted an in-depth interview and distributed questionnaires to gather the data. Participants in this study were an English teacher and several twelfth-grade students. There were positive and negative washback from the analysis of teacher’s perceptions and students' perceptions about summative tests. It can be concluded that the test only helps the students to pass the English summative test which was considered as a negative washback. Furthermore, the process of teaching which was oriented to achieve the four language skills stated incompetence was constituted as positive washback.
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A. INTRODUCTION

In Indonesia, English is one of the foreign languages taught as a primary subject from secondary school to university. Because of the significance of English, the Indonesian government is committed to the success of English language teaching and learning. The success of the assessment can be used to demonstrate the success of English language teaching and learning. According to Cowie and Bell (1999), interpreting this definition, assessment has a critical impact on the educational process. The purpose is to inform and improve the learning process.

The process begins with planning and continues with the teaching and learning process in the classroom, evaluation, and assessment. A teacher should follow a systematic procedure when administering a test, such as planning the test, usually in the form of a table of specifications.
Every English teacher must conduct assessment and evaluation as part of the teaching and learning process. Most teachers conduct a test to assess students' progress in English foreign language teaching and learning to evaluate students' abilities. The summative test is a type of evaluation that is commonly used at the end of the semester for twelfth grade students in senior high school.

Summative test is a test that aims to get the data about students’ knowledge or capability in one subject (Aisyah, 2015). It can identify the students’ strength and weaknesses in one subject. Brown, (2003) stated that achievement test is the most frequent purpose for which a classroom teacher will use a test is to measure learners’ ability within a classroom lesson, unit, or even total curriculum. Usually, summative test are administered at the end of a lesson, unit, or term of the study. The National Examination / Ujian Nasional (UN) and the English summative test / Ujian Sekolah (US) are inseparable linked to the national education system.

1. Washback

Washback is generally defined as being either negative or positive. Negative washback is said to occur when a test ‘s content or format is based on definition of language ability, and so constraints the teaching/learning context. Some studies had examined washback of English national examination from English teacher’s point of view, as frontline agents in the field and students’ perception, with its relation to the issues concerning the national examination. Washback is generally defined as being either negative or positive. Jabbarifar (2009) stated that a major concern of teaching English language for teachers had been assessing and evaluating students’ progress during their classroom test at the end of it. Washback is generally defined as being either negative or positive. Negative washback is said to occur when a test’s content or format is based on definition of language ability, and so constraints the teaching and learning context.

Referring to the findings above, some studies had examined washback of English national examination from English teacher’s point of view, as frontline agents in the field and students’ perception, with its relation to the issues concerning the national examination. As Sukyadi and
Mardini research (2011) indicates that English National Examination as one of the English achievement tests had an influential impact on teachers’ teaching in the aspect of activity/time arrangement, teaching materials, teaching contents, teaching methods, teaching strategies, ways of assessing, and on the feelings and attitudes of the students. Most of the studies found that English national examination, as well as the national examination of other subjects, generally creates tremendous educational and social impacts. The aim of teaching process is oriented to help the students to pass National Examination. It is included the negative washback. Furthermore, if the process of teaching is oriented to achieve the four language skills stated in the competence standard it is called positive washback.

The same study delivered by Sumpada (2019), he presented that English National Standardized School Examination or Ujian Sekolah Berstandar Nasional (USBN) brought positive and negative effect. The students applied some learning strategies to develop their reading and writing skills to face English USBN. However, they gave less attention to listening and speaking skills. Moreover, the students focused to get good result on the examination because it determined their graduation and their higher-level school. The teacher prepare the students to take the examination by taught the materials more thoroughly. The teacher used various sources and media to support the teaching learning activities.

B. METHOD

This research was conducted through qualitative approach. To find how the students conceived of English achievement test was investigated based on students’ and teacher’s perception. To get this data, the English teacher was interviewed and the students were asked to respond some statements in questionnaire. The students involved in this research were 30 students of SMAN 4 Tebo, Jambi in academic year of 2019/2020.

The researcher analyzed the data by the means of Miles and Huberman’s model. When putting this model into action, the researchers did the followings: 1) collecting all data that will be used to complete the research. Some documents related to the students, teachers, and school were photocopied. The students' perceptions of the English achievement test were then investigated using a questionnaire, 2). summarizing and grouping specific items using coding and
tabulation, 3) using graphics, figures, or charts to display the data, finally, 4) confirming this research by drawing conclusions based on data findings.

C. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The evaluation of washback in English summative test was analyzed based on two perceptions. The perceptions are teacher’s perception and students’ perception.

English Teacher’s Perception on English Summative Test
This data is obtained from the teacher’s perception relating to the English summative test by using interviews. There are two categories of English teacher’s perception relating to the English summative test washback effect, they are negative and positive effect. First, attitudes of the students, based on the teacher’s interview one of the negative effects in English summative test is readiness. The following statements of students’ attitude are;

Hmmm, for students who have high learning motivation, there is an effect because we often discuss questions and provide learning tricks. (T.29)

But, sometimes for they are smart students, usually they are not mentally ready because at least the average score has to be 6, not 5.5 to be a good score. Because, sometimes students mentally become weak, so when the students face the test ... that's There are those students who have get a fever. There are students who lack self-confidence, if they are able to relax, they can enjoy it (T.33)

Based on statements above, that there is a problem for the students who have low standard motivation to learn English. The students feel uncomfortable to follow the exam. Then, for smart students who have low confidence, it is sometimes disturbing their concentration to memorize the material. Moreover, they got low score in the realization of English achievement test. The mastery of English was measured in 40 multiple choice questions and 5 essays. In fact, the mastery of English language is not only in memorization of answer the question but also in improving language abilities. As Nunan (1998) said directly call on what learners already know about a language, but do little to extend what they can already do. On the other side, the English teacher said if the positive effect of English summative test is very important
for the students who have high motivation to learn English. The students can complete and test their knowledge. Then, it will increase their responsibility to learn and prepare well the exam and more confident to compete when they will use the result to continue their study or find a job after finished from senior high school level.

Second, it is aspect of activity/time arrangement. In a week, for the 2013 curriculum every class only has two periods of English teaching learning class. It usually is divided in two sections. Every period is forty-five minutes. Furthermore, to face the English achievement test in the students have to join the extra class. This activity is held after the regular teaching learning process. So, the students have to join it up to the evening. According to Pizarro (2009), managing time to the skills needed in the test. The following statements of time allocation are; yes, before exams, there was a plan to eliminate English for SMA and SMP. There has been a reduction in meeting hours for us in KBM, previously 4 hours for K-13 were only 2 hours, this is very, make I am disappointing. (T.38)

Because the demands for English, especially students are required to be able to communicate, information is also needed to find work, but in fact the hours are immediately cut. (T.39)

Immediately 2 hours, while the language needs practice, if only 2 hours it is very detrimental, because the children can't, the practice is automatically limited, so it decreases too, so we look for the practice which is important which one needs to be practiced. (T.40)

Based on statements above, it can be concluded that consequently, the English teacher should find and arrange the important material that will be discussed in learning process. Especially, for teaching listening skill and speaking skill to ask students practice, it is waste the time. Not all material can be delivered in the process of teaching and learning. Therefore, it sometimes cannot achieve the learning goals in the syllabus.

Third, it is ways of assessment. The English teachers give the materials which relate to the standards of English summative test. They usually give the practice or multiple-choice questions, do exercise in workbook or last year of achievement test questions. Almost of the
assessments such as final exam, mid exam and try out are given in the form of multiple choice and essay. The following statement is;

Haa, yes, for the drill, yes, for the preparation of English achievement for me, usually I have collected the questions from last year, I will give the papers to the students and ask the students to answer and exercise the questions. (T.26)

Based on statement above, the students are given the same types of question as much as they are able to give. The purpose is the students can answer the English Examination questions correctly. It means that the students were given the tricks to face the exam rather than acquiring and developing the knowledge and skills. According to Mukminin et al., (2013) they stated that what students learned inside the classrooms at school and at a tutoring institution was predominantly directed to preparing them for the exam. So, if the teacher gives only multiple choice or essay as the students’ exercise items for assessment, the teacher seldom to give the practice how to do the transactional and interpersonal items. The students only get the theory and seldom to practice it, it will make the students confused. In this case, the negative washback effect is taken place. As a result, the purpose to teach English that the students have to mastery communicative competence is not reached yet.

Fourth, it is about English teaching methods. In other case, the teacher also applied grammatical translation method in their class. They teach the material, after that looking for the vocabulary lesson by translating and memorizing it. According to her, almost of the questions in English Examination is Genre Text. So, it is important for the students to translate the text. The students should know the meaning of the text, if they do not know the meaning, they are not able to answer the questions correctly. Furthermore, inside the classrooms, she taught grammatical and vocabulary lessons which relate to the text. The following statement is;

We are working on the text, example narrative text, try to translate, and pay attention to the grammar of the text, after that asked the students to try memorizing vocabularies in that text. (T.24)
Based on statement above, this English teaching methodology is called “grammatical translation” which has been widely criticised for its weakness to allow foreign language learners to be communicatively competent in the language, Fulcher & Davidson (2007). Because, most of the material in English achievement test is reading text and writing skills, the teachers focus in this case and ignore the other skills such as speaking and listening. In other case, the teacher said that, she used the discussion, presentation and also explanation in her class. It means that, the teaching in the class is not only oriented based on the standard examination. The teacher also stated that, she gives the material in this class suitable with the curriculum.

The last, it is about the teaching materials. According to the teachers only teach the material that will be tested in English Examination rather than the basic competences that should be taught in the last grade. It usually takes place in the second semester of the twelfth grade. Furthermore, in extra class teachers only teach the material that will be tested in the English achievement test but in the morning class teachers teach the material that suitable with the syllabus in the twelfth grade of Senior High School. For the extra class, the teachers leave speaking and also listening section. For taking materials is using the practise books. The following statements of using practise book are;

Yes, the teaching materials other than us from the government are sure to combine it with other publisher materials, for example Erlangga, Yudhistira or what that is, huh, what is a new book? us, we use it so, the more references the better. (T.24)

for the preparation of English achievement for me, usually I have collected the questions from last year test, I will give you which copy is the best, we will do more. (T.25)

Based on statements above, English teacher use the past questions of some achievement test book such as National Examinations prediction. They believe that using practise books and past questions will make the students familiar with the types of questions in National Examination. It means that they treat English as a subject and are not concerned with acquiring skills. Furthermore, Pearson in Cheng (1997) said that examinations are commonly used as levers for change. In those cases, textbooks will be designed to match the purposes of a new
test. It usually takes place in our country. There are so many book predictions about related to summative test such as National Examination. It contains the material for National Examination rather than basic competence.

Students Perception on English Summative Test

The questions of the questionnaires employing Likert-scale and closed-ended questions were summarized using descriptive statistics. Open-ended questions were analyzed according to the tradition of content analysis and were categorized based on the similarities. In other words, these were analyzed qualitatively to reveal the patterns of relation among verbal responses made by the respondents (Sulistyo, 2009). Respondents’ answers in the questionnaire were coded as strongly agree (sangat setuju/SS), agree (setuju/S), enough agree (cukup setuju), less agree (kurang setuju/KS), strongly disagree (tidak setuju/TS). There were 30 respondents that choice randomly from 5 classes (XII IPA1, XII IPA2, XII IPS1, XII IPS2, and XII IPS3).

From the result of questionnaire, the students’ general perception on English achievement test can be categorized into two, positive and negative. To know the positive washback of English summative test on the students, five statements were proposed through the questionnaire. The statements are:

I like English subject

English test questions are appropriate with my knowledge

I feel relaxed of thinking about English Summative Test.

I feel more motivated to study because of English Summative Test.

I feel confident to my ability in doing English Summative test

From the four statements and 150 responses, there were 13 responses of strongly agree (sangat setuju), 40 responses of agree (setuju), 59 responses of less agree (kurang setuju), 30 responses of disagree (tidak setuju) and 8 responses of strongly disagree (sangat tidak setuju). The following chart is to illustrate the distribution of the responses.

From the chart, 1 above, it can be seen that 27 percent of the participants agree to the statements telling the students the positive washback of English achievement test. For example, the statement “I feel more motivated to study because of English summative test” gained only 10
agreements and 6 strong agreements. In contrast, there were only 4 disagreements and 1 strong
disagreement for the statement. In other words, it is a good idea to say that English summative
test is to motivate the students to study and prepare more.

Then, to know the negative washback of English summative test on the students, three
statements were then proposed. They are:

- English is difficult subject
- I am afraid of my low ability to answer questions in English summative test
- I feel pessimist with my score of English summative test

Based on the chart, it can be seen that 36% participants agreed and 23% participants
strongly agreed that English summative test gives birth to negative impact. On the contrary,
only 13% participants and 7% participants who disagreed that statement. To summarize, most
students (more than 50%) agreed that there was some negative effect of English summative
test on the students.

To enrich the result of the research, especially in English achievement test, the writer added
seven statements to figure out the students’ perception on one of obligatory lessons of English
summative test. Therefore, seven statements were given to the participants:

- I have mastered the tips and tricks how to successfully answer English summative test.
- I have mastered the four English skills, which are listening skill, speaking skill, reading skill
  and writing skill.
- I like the teaching method used by the English teacher
- The material taught was standard for XII grade students
- I like the teaching media used by the English teacher in delivering material
- English learning activities are interesting and helping me to understand the material
- The time given on the English exam was very enough to answer the questions

The first and the second statement “I have mastered the tips and tricks how to successfully
answer English summative test “and “I have mastered the four English skills, which are
listening skill, speaking skill, reading skill and writing skill.” gained 5 responses of strongly
agree, 9 responses of agree, 13 responses of less agree, 24 responses of disagree and 9 responses
of strongly disagree. This means that more than 50% (if it includes the response of less agree) still find the students have not mastered yet the tips and tricks of English test and most of students still have problem with the English skills. Consequently, it will give the problems for the students to answer the English achievement test. The third and fifth statement got 6 responses of strongly agree, 18 responses of agree, 20 less agree, 6 disagree and 10 strongly disagree. From the responses, it can be understood that the students who like the teaching method and teaching media used by English teacher is high than those who dislike the teaching method and teaching media used by English teacher. Although the result show has not different significant responses. The fourth, sixth and seventh statement got 6 responses of strongly agree, 26 responses of agree, 33 less agree, 18 disagree and 7 strongly disagree. From the responses, it can be understood if the students have problems with the English material, teaching activities and time management. The result shows 64% students feel not appropriate and difficult to understand the materials, the activities were not helping the students and they still have problem to use the time allocation well.

D. CONCLUSION
In a nutshell, it is suggested that English teachers should be practiced the test before applying the test to students, each test item must be analysed, reviewed, and tested by the English teacher to get a valid, reliable, authentic, practical test and minimize negative washback from the test. The test which is used for several times should be adapted and the teachers have to make some necessary changes before reusing it to deal with the current condition. So, the English summative test will avoid the negative washback.
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